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Electron Hop Funnel Measurements and
Comparison with the Lorentz-2E Simulation
Charles Lester, Student Member, IEEE, Jim Browning, Senior Member, IEEE, and Lael Matthews

Abstract— Electron hop funnels have been fabricated
using a Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC).
Measurements of the hop funnel I-V curve and electron energy
distribution have been made using gated field emitters as the
electron source. The charged particle simulation Lorentz 2E has
been used to model the hop funnel charging and to predict the IV and energy characteristics. The results of this comparison
indicate that the simulation can be used to design hop funnel
structures for use in various applications.
Index Terms—electron emission, surface charging, vacuum
microelectronics

I.

INTRODUCTION

ield Emission Arrays (FEAs) have long been under
development for use in a variety of devices including Field
Emission Displays (FEDs) [1], [2] and Microwave
Vacuum Electron Devices (MVEDs) [3]. One technique for
improving the performance of FEAs is the use of a “hop
funnel” [4] to concentrate the electron current density,
improve beam uniformity, and protect the emitters from high
electric fields and from ion or electron back bombardment.
The theory behind hop funnel operation is described in detail
in [4]. In a hop funnel structure, electrons are injected into an
insulating funnel or slit. Electrons strike the insulating hop
funnel wall, and secondary electrons [5]-[7] are generated.
Charge builds up on the insulating wall with a dependence
upon the incident electron energy and the secondary emission
yield. An electrode (hop electrode) is placed at the top of the
funnel to generate an electric field which pulls the electrons
toward the funnel exit. If the electric field along the hop wall
is large enough, all of the injected electron current will be
extracted from the funnel resulting in unity gain [4]. Electrons
“hop” along the wall surface and out of the structure. The use
of hop funnels in FEDs has been demonstrated [8] to provide
greatly improved uniformity. Measurements of the hop funnel
I-V characteristics and beam energy spread [9], [10] have been
made. These results have been compared with Monte Carlo
based simulations.
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The application of such hop funnels can be improved with
the use of electron optics design simulations which can be
implemented into various devices: MVEDs, X-ray sources,
FEDs. One such simulation is Integrated Engineering
Software’s (IES) Lorentz-2E particle trajectory code [11]. The
simulation provides a platform for electron optics design, and
we are attempting to benchmark the simulation against
experimental results to see if the simulation is a useful tool for
the design of devices using hop funnels. This paper represents
the first in a series that will look at the mechanisms of the
simulation, the stability of the simulation to setup parameters,
and the ability of the simulation to model the experiment. In
this paper, we look primarily at the simulation approach and
the stability, and we compare the simulation predictions with
basic experimental results.
Hop funnel devices have been fabricated and demonstrated
using a variety of glass funnels shapes [4],[8]-[10]. The
funnels have been fabricated by sandblasting and by etching.
Our group has fabricated hop funnels by milling a funnel hole
in Dupont 951 Green TapeTM Low Temperature Co-fired
Ceramic (LTCC) [12]. Measurements of the hop funnel I-V
characteristics and the energy distribution of extracted
electrons have been performed using FEAs as the electron
source.
II. THE LORENTZ SIMULATION
A. Simulation Description
The simulation used in this work is the Lorentz 2E twodimensional model. The geometry setup is shown in Fig. 1.,
where the hop funnel, hop electrode, and electron source are
indicated. The hop funnel has an entrance diameter of 2.3 mm,
and exit diameter of 0.3 mm, and a thickness of 1.0 mm. The
dielectric constant of 7.8 for LTCC is used for the funnel [12].
The geometry here is rotationally symmetric. In the simulation
setup, the injected current is set to a fixed value for a given
emission object. The emission current is dynamically
represented as a number of charge rays that each maintains a
constant mass to charge ratio equal to that of an electron [11].
The hop funnel wall is set as a secondary emitting object. The
secondary emission characteristics are determined using a
semi-empirical model [13], [14] with four function inputs:
maximum secondary emission yield δe, energy at the
maximum yield Wm, average energy of the secondary electron
Wavg, and the surface roughness (a value from 0 to 2 with 0
being smooth). When a secondary segment is defined, the
segment can be broken down into smaller elements. The net
charge deposited by the incoming and secondary emitted
electrons is then calculated for each element of each segment.
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Other objects are defined to collect the electrons, such as the
anode placed above the hop funnel. Once the objects and
voltages are defined, the fields are calculated using a
Boundary Element Method.
For the hop funnel work, IES modified the Lorentz
simulation to calculate the net deposited charge and track the
new generations of secondary electrons. Primary electrons are
emitted as charge rays from a defined emitter object. For
constant injected emission current, the amount of charge per
ray is determined by the defined emission current. Other
emission options are available in the model, but
experimentally, the current is maintained at an approximately
fixed value. The charged particles are tracked using an
adaptive Runge-Kutta technique. The accuracy of the method
must be kept high, and the minimum time step size must be
kept small (≤10-11 s) to ensure that hopping electrons can be
accurately modeled over short hopping distances (<5 µm).
The funnel geometry is rotationally symmetric, so the
calculations include the current distributed over a circular area
mapped out by each segment. The axis of symmetry is used as
a “reflector”, so electrons transiting this line are reflected
back, as shown in Fig. 2. This figure shows the simulation
results for primary and secondary electrons for a case when
unity gain occurs. The results are discussed in more detail
later.
The simulation flow is described here. Charge rays
(primaries) are launched and tracked starting from the emitter
object. The charge rays can then strike the hop walls or in
some cases may go directly out of the funnel exit. The charge
rays are tracked until they strike a collector and are removed
or until they strike a secondary emitting surface such as the
hop wall. Once all primaries are emitted, secondary charge
ray emissions from the hop wall are launched for each wall
element based on the past incident charge rays. These
secondary charge rays are then tracked until the charge rays
either reach a collector or strike the hop wall again. This
process is repeated with another generation of secondary
charge rays until no new secondaries are generated. The
simulation then calculates the surface charge on the hop wall
and recalculates the new electric field within the structure.
This process constitutes one surface charge time step iteration.
In general, the simulation requires many surface charge
iterations to converge to a steady state solution. Therefore, the
surface charge time step size can be very important in
allowing a stable build up of surface charge on the hop funnel
wall. Once the new electric field is calculated, a new set of
primary charge rays are again launched from the emitter, and
the resulting secondary electrons are again followed.
Furthermore, if the electric field is high enough, nearly all of
the injected current will eventually make it out of the funnel
and will be collected at the anode. Thus, for sufficiently high
hop electrode voltage, the anode current will equal the injected
current in the steady state regime. This is referred to as unity
gain.
In general, the simulation will be initialized with an
uncharged hop funnel surface, and the number of charge rays
that exit the hop structure and get collected at the anode will
vary as a function of the surface charge time step iteration. As
the simulation continues, the hop funnel surface charge
density and anode current will reach steady state if proper

values for the simulation parameters are specified. The current
output versus time is used here as the main diagnostic to
analyze the simulation stability for various input parameters.
B. Simulation Stability
Several parameters in the simulation setup that characterize
the semi-empirical secondary electron emission process and
other key parameters can significantly affect the simulation
stability and the results.
The surface element size of the secondary emitter wall of the
hop funnel must be chosen to be sufficiently small. Too few
elements will create large charge build up on too few
elements, and the problem will be poorly modeled. Another
important aspect is the electron hop distance. If an electron
hops a relatively short distance due either to a weak electric
field or a very shallow wall slope, it is possible that a hopping
electron will always end up back on the same element.
Therefore, the elements size must be small enough that the
average secondary electron will hop to a different element.
In addition, the number of rays is also important to make
certain the charge is well distributed over the secondary
emitting wall without slowing down the simulation too much.
Too few rays will result in large amounts of charge being
deposited on just a few elements.
Finally, if the surface charge time step size is too large, or
the injected current is too large, the charge per ray will be
large enough such that the surface charge density fluctuations
on the secondary emitting wall will vary wildly, and the
resulting anode current will fluctuate rapidly as well. If the
steps are too small, then the run time will be very long. In
particular, for a total injected charge ray number Ν, a surface
charge time step Δt, and an injected current Ι, the charge per
ray is ΔQ = I·Δt / Ν. ΔQ is the most basic quantity which
determines how much charge is carried per ray and then
deposited on the hop funnel surface per time step iteration.
A test case was used to analyze the stability of the
simulation for the following fixed parameters. The surface
element number was set to 100 (~14 µm). The total injected
current was set to 1 µA. The hop electrode was set to 600 V,
and the anode voltage was set to 800 V. These parameters
were all chosen based on the experimental results which are
discussed later. In addition, the empirical parameters for the
secondary emission must also be set. These values are not
known for LTCC, so starting values were chosen for the
stability tests of δe = 3.0, Wm = 420 eV, and Wavg = 5 eV,
which is similar to the secondary emission parameters of glass
[15].
Using the parameters listed above, the test case consisted of
nine runs as shown in Table 1. Each column represents three
different runs with a total injected ray number and time step
size chosen so that each column maintains a constant charge
per ray value ΔQ = I·Δt / Ν. Thus, the rows of a given column
of Table 1 will give the effects of increasing or decreasing
how the charge is spatially distributed by increasing or
decreasing the total injected ray number Ν, whereas
comparing adjacent columns will yield information about the
effects of increasing the charge per ray ΔQ.
For the test case, the gated FEA was modeled by uniform
emission from a straight line segment set to the equivalent
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field emitter gate voltage of 65 V. The charge rays were then
injected with an initial kinetic energy of 65 eV from the
segment rather than from individual gated emitter tips. This
approach does not affect the stability results but does reduce
computation time needed to model each field emitter gate-tip
structure. However, for the actual experimental modeling
(Section C), the field emitter model was modified for a more
accurate representation. The injected primary current was 1
µA.
For the first two columns of table 1, the time step size is
small enough that a larger time step sequence is initially
needed to bring the surface charge close to the steady state
value; otherwise the simulation will require too many time
steps to be practical. Once the simulation is near steady state,
the final step size (Those listed in the first two columns of
Table 1) is run until steady state is achieved. The initial time
step ramp is 5 µs for time steps 1– 69 and then 1 µs for time
steps 70 – 99. These steps represent a simulation time
equivalent of 380 µs. The anode current versus time during
the ramp up period is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the
current out of the funnel begins very low and then increases as
the simulation time increases. After the simulation equivalent
of ~200 µs, the current levels approach steady state. However,
the current fluctuation is still large. It is after this point that the
stability of the simulation is compared for the different cases
given in Table 1.
The results of the nine runs of Table 1 are shown in the
steady state regime in Fig. 4 – 6. These graphs show the
anode current versus time during the steady state part of the
curve (after 350 µs). For each case the standard deviation of
the anode current is calculated and is shown on the graph.
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that the fluctuation of the anode
current is approximately constant for constant charge per ray.
In Fig. 6, the standard deviation changes from 5.6% to 10.2%
for a decreasing total number of injected charge rays. The
main result is that the current fluctuation decreases as the
charge per ray is decreased. Fig. 6 shows that the anode
current becomes unstable as the charge per ray approaches
300k electrons per ray with a standard deviation as high as
43.5%. The Fig. 6 cases give the largest standard deviations of
all three columns of Table 1, and plots (a) and (b) are visually
unstable, but plot (c) is surprisingly stable. From this result, a
∆t ≤ 5 µs step size with 200 rays appears to be adequate when
used with the semi-empirical secondary electron emission
parameters and injected current used in this test case.
The surface charge density is shown in Fig. 7 for the
simulation case of Fig. 5(a). The surface charge is shown for
the steady state condition. As can be seen, the hop funnel wall
charges up negative. This negative charge decreases the
kinetic energy of the electron upon impact with the wall such
that the kinetic energy is approximately equal to the first
crossover point (the first point at which δ(W) = 1) of the
secondary yield curve of the semi-empirical secondary
emission model.
In general, for Wm = 420 eV, the value of the maximum yield
of δe = 3.0 causes many secondary electron generations, and
small time step sizes are needed to achieve stability.
Ultimately, the test cases serve as a basis for choosing the
simulation parameters to achieve stability. However, the

values for the semi-empirical secondary electron emission
model that will be chosen to approximate LTCC will be based
on the comparison of the energy and I-V characteristics of the
simulation results against the measured hop funnel results.
C. Simulation of Experiment
An example of a simulation run is shown in Fig. 2. Note that
the electrons are emitted from discrete locations which
represent field emitters. The electrons are also injected with an
angular distribution. The gated field emitters used in the
experiment have emission half angles that vary from 30° to
45° [16],[17] which is typical of Spindt type [18] gated field
emitters, so rather than model each individual emitter, a
representative spread of emission was used to approximate an
array of emitters. To represent the emission angle, the
emitting segment was defined as an arc segment so that
electrons are emitted at an angle to the array surface. The
resulting electrons then have a transverse velocity component
as if emitted from an actual gated emitter. Each of the 24
emitter arcs is identical. The emitter segment voltage is 80 V,
and the injected current is 1 µA with an initial kinetic energy
of 80 eV, in order to represent the energy of electrons from the
actual gated emitter. The current injection is fixed and is not
represented by a Fowler-Nordheim [18] current-voltage
relation as with the actual emitters. We believe this
representation is adequate for the modeling performed here
and that using more detailed gated emitter structures would
not improve the results. For the energy analysis simulations,
240 rays were used; the surface charge time step was 5 µs, and
the hop funnel wall contained 100 elements. The secondary
emission parameters were chosen to be δe = 1.8, Wm = 500 eV,
and Wavg = 5 eV. The anode was set to 750 V.
The vertical electron energy distributions were generated
with the hop electrode at 650 V and at 170 V, using the
parameters listed above. The 650 V simulation is shown in
Fig. 2 and the 170 V case is show in Fig. 8. Both cases are for
the steady state regime. For the 650 V case, the hop electrode
voltage is high enough to extract all the injected current to
obtain unity gain. The vertical energy distribution was
calculated from the steady state portion of the simulation, and
the result is shown in Fig. 9(a). For the 170 V case, Fig. 8
shows that unity gain is not achieved, and most electrons are
simply turned back to the emitter/gate by the large negative
surface charge which builds up on the hop funnel wall. The
minority of charge rays that do get collected on the anode,
however, are used to calculate the resulting vertical energy
distribution, as shown in Fig. 9(b).
Hop funnel I-V curves were generated from the simulation
for different values of the secondary emission parameters. The
current was determined by taking the anode current in the
steady state regime at different hop electrode potentials. There
are two simulation cases shown in Fig. 10 with one at δe =
1.75 and the other at δe = 2.0. Both have Wm = 500 eV, and
Wavg = 5 eV. As seen from these curves, a decreasing δe results
in a shallower slope to the I-V curve. A larger δe will generate
a much steeper slope. The same effect can be observed by
changing Wm. A larger value results in a shallower slope to the
knee.
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It should be noted that the values of the secondary emission
parameters used here may not represent the actual values of
the material (LTCC). This part of the simulation study will be
addressed in future work. However, these two simulations
give the expected I-V characteristics with the current
increasing to unity gain. Also graphed in the figure are the
experimental results which are discussed below.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The hop funnels used in these experiments were fabricated
using Dupont 951 Green TapeTM LTCC [12]. The LTCC
comes in unfired sheets of varying thickness. These sheets can
be pressed together to form thicker layers as desired. The
material can be milled to form slits or holes. For this
experiment, a 90º bit was used to mill multiple funnels into a
single LTCC structure. After milling the LTCC was fired at
700º C to burn out the binder. A thick film silver paste was
printed on top of the hop funnel plate to form the hop
electrode. Field emission cathodes were then aligned and
attached to the hop funnel using a carbon tape. The tape is 0.1
mm thick, so there is a gap from the emitter to the bottom of
the hop funnel as shown in Fig. 1.
The emitters used in the hop structure were fabricated by
Motorola [19] as part of their FED program and consist of
standard Spindt type gate field emitters made from
molybdenum with gate diameters of ~ 1 µm. These vertical
cone type emitters with surrounding gates are in arrays of 126
emitters per cell or pixel. For our experiments there were 9
pixels per hop funnel opening. These particular emitters had
large emitter to gate leakage current, so it was not possible to
control the emission current very well.
An anode biased at 750 V was place over the hop funnel
exit to measure the current. The hop funnel voltage was swept
from 0 V to 550 V and back to 0V over a period of about 20 s.
The gate voltage was held at 80V relative to the emitters for
an emission current of ~1 µA. The measured I-V
characteristics for this funnel for five sweeps are shown in Fig.
9. The results are somewhat noisy, so the experimental error
of the I-V curve is high. The current has been normalized for
the maximum value for each voltage sweep. The results show
a knee and a transition from low current to unity gain over a
voltage range of roughly 150 V with a starting value of around
200 V. In some cases the measured current does not go to
zero when the hop voltage goes to zero. This result is believed
to be related to charging, possibly on the bottom of the hop
funnel surface. These results are typical of hop funnel I-V
curves [4],[8].
A three electrode energy analyzer was placed directly over
the hop funnel to serve as the anode and to measure the
vertical electron kinetic energy distribution. This experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 11. In this case the energy analyzer
collector (anode) was biased 7 V (to suppress secondary
emissions off of the anode) positive with respect to ground by
a battery. The discriminator grid for the analyzer could be
swept from 0 to -1000 V, and the front grid of the analyzer
was held at ground as shown in Fig. 11. The field emitter
array and hop funnel structures were then floated to -750 V
relative to ground. This approach eliminated the need for

floating the energy analyzer more positive than the hop funnel.
The hop electrode and field emitter gate were then biased
positive with respect to the floating voltage of the emitters.
The procedure for measuring the vertical cumulative energy
distribution was much the same as the I-V measurement,
except the discriminator electrode of the energy analyzer (Fig.
11) was swept from 0 V to -750 V and then back to 0 V while
the hop voltage was held constant. Because the emission
current was noisy, seven sweeps were done in this manner,
and the seven sweeps were averaged. The results are shown in
Fig. 12 for the two cases corresponding to the hop electrode
biased at relative values of 650 V and 170 V with respect to
the cathode (emitter). Also, a monotonic piece-wise linear
least-squares curve was fit to the measured vertical cumulative
energy distribution, as shown in Fig. 12. The fitting algorithm
incorporates a smoothing form factor to help smooth the curve
so that the derivative of the cumulative distribution results in
the smooth normalized energy distribution of Fig. 9.
IV. COMPARISON WITH SIMULATION
The comparison of the I-V experimental results with the
simulation is quite good over the range of δe. These results
should not be used to infer that the values of δe and Wm are
correct. Nevertheless, the simulation appears to capture the IV curve shape quite well. The two values of δe bracket the
experimental results, and the simulation provides both the
correct starting point of the transition at 200 V as well as the
slope, within the experimental error. No other adjustments to
the simulation are used to shift these values other than the
selection of the secondary parameters, δe and Wm.
The vertical electron energy distributions in Fig. 9 show
two types of electrons: primary and secondary. An electron
born at the emitter (-750 V) without any intermediate
collisions will have a total energy of 750 eV when it reaches
the anode. However, the vertical energy component will be
just less than 750 eV due to the angular emission distribution
of the emitter. Electrons which hop along the funnel wall
before exiting will have lower energies. Fig. 9(a) shows that
the electron energy distribution ranges between 100 eV and
750 eV. The lowest energy electrons are a result of those
secondary electrons which are born at the highest points in the
hop funnel structure, near the exit region where the potential
contours are nearly equal to the hop electrode potential of -100
V; these electrons will achieve a vertical energy < 100 eV
when they are collected at the anode. Thus, Fig. 9(a) shows
that the majority of electrons that exit the hop funnel are
secondary electrons produced from the hopping mechanism
along the wall, and these electrons are represented by the large
low energy peak near 100 eV. Hence, in the unity gain regime,
the bulk of the current exiting the hop funnel comes from the
hopping process (secondary electrons). Furthermore, the
second largest peak occurs at the highest energies near 750
eV, which corresponds to the primary electrons that exit the
funnel without striking the sides. Similarly, Fig. 9(b) shows
that the energy distribution ranges between 580 eV and 750
eV, as expected from the potential of the hop electrode for part
(b) at -580 V and the potential of the cathode at -750V. In this
case, the hop electrode voltage is not high enough to sustain
the secondary electron hopping transport along the wall, so the
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majority of electrons that make it to the anode are primary
electrons corresponding to the highest energy peak near 750
eV, and the secondary electrons that exit the hop funnel are
smaller in number and correspond to the smaller peak near
580 eV. The simulation provides a good fit to the experimental
data given the finite number of rays used.
The differences between the simulation results of the energy
distribution and the results from the measurements are due to
the level of noise (25%) in the field emission current, the error
in the geometrical representation of the hop funnel used in the
simulation, and the uncertainty in the actual values of the
secondary emission parameters of LTCC. The geometrical
error was estimated to be 8%, and most of this uncertainty is
in the representation of the exit region where there is a slight
neck thickness that varies across different hop funnels on the
same LTCC structure.

[6]
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[9]

[10]
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V. CONCLUSION
The particle trajectory Lorentz 2E was used to model an
electron hop funnel. The model includes the build up of
surface charge on a dielectric wall and the emission of
secondary electrons from the wall. A test case was used to
form a basis for stability of the simulation for a hop funnel
device with respect to the simulation parameters. Then,
experimental measurements of the I-V characteristics and the
energy distribution of an LTCC hop funnel device were
performed and used as the main diagnostics to compare
against the results of the particle trajectory code. The
secondary emission parameters for LTCC are unknown, but
values were obtained indirectly through comparisons with the
experimental results. These parameters, however, can not be
uniquely determined from the comparisons described above;
rather, there is a continuum of values that can be chosen which
closely reproduces the results from the experiment. The result
of this comparison indicates that the Lorentz simulation can be
used to model electron hopping structures. Future work will
investigate the variation of the hop funnel results with
secondary parameters as well as the temporal build up of the
surface charge on the hop funnel wall.
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Table I: Simulation runs for different numbers of rays and time step sizes.
Each column has the same number of electrons per ray whereas each row has
the same number of rays. The column labels are in units of thousands of
electrons per ray (ke/ray).

3.1 (ke/ray)
0.1 / 200
0.05 / 100
0.025 / 50

Δt1 (µs) / N1
Δt2 (µs) / N2
Δt3 (µs) / N3

31 (ke/ray)
1 / 200
0.5 / 100
0.25 / 50

310 (ke/ray)
10 / 200
5 / 100
2.5 / 50

Anode

Fig. 3. Simulated anode current vs. time. This is the initial time step sequence
that is used for the first two columns of Table 1. The sequence consists of 5 μs
time steps for surface charge time step iterations 1 – 69, and then 1 μs time
steps for iterations 70 – 99. The vertical line drawn at 350 μs corresponds to
the 5 μs to 1 μs change.
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Fig. 1. Simulation geometry setup of the hop funnel showing electrodes and
dimensions. The funnel is rotationally symmetric about the center vertical
line. The grey region is the LTCC hop funnel, which is placed 0.1 mm above
the cathode (FEA).

Anode

750 V

Fig. 4. Steady state current from the simulation after 380 μs for 3121
electrons per injected ray for the cases of (a) 200 injected rays with 0.1 μs
time step, (b) 100 rays with 0.05 μs time step, and (c) 50 rays with 0.025 μs
time step.
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Fig. 2. Simulation showing primary and secondary electron rays with the hop
electrode at 650 V. The simulation reflector reflects the incoming charge rays
about the line shown. At 650 V, the number of extracted rays approximately
equals the number of injected rays for unity gain.

Fig. 5. Steady state current from the simulation after 380 μs for 31210
electrons per injected ray for the cases of (a) 200 injected rays with 1.0 μs
time step, (b) 100 rays with 0.5 μs time step, and (c) 50 rays with 0.25 μs time
step.
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Fig. 6. Steady state current from the simulation after 380 μs for 312100
electrons per injected ray for the cases of (a) 200 injected rays with 10 μs time
step, (b) 100 rays with 5 μs time step, and (c) 50 rays with 2.5 μs time step.

Fig. 9. Normalized vertical energy distribution from the experiment and from
the simulation for (a) with the hop electrode at 650 V and (b) with the hop
electrode at 170 V. The energy distribution shifts from mostly secondary
electrons in (a) to mostly primary electrons in (b).

Fig. 7. Hop funnel surface charge density, for the case of Fig. 5(a), as a
function of length along the hop funnel wall, starting from the hop funnel exit
at 0 mm to the hop funnel entrance at 1.414 mm. The plotted points
correspond to each of the 100 surface elements that the hop funnel wall is
divided into.
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Fig. 10. The I-V characteristics of the hop funnel for both experiment and
simulation. Current is normalized to the maximum value for the experiment.
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Fig. 8. Simulation showing primary and secondary electron rays with the hop
electrode at 170 V. Rays are turned back by the negative surface charge
distribution on the hop funnel wall and are collected on the gate/emitter
structure.
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Fig. 11. Experimental test setup for energy analyzer measurements with the
cathode biased negative with respect to ground.
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Fig. 12. Measured current from the energy analyzer vs discriminator voltage
for the hop funnel electron beam with a monotonic piece-wise linear leastsquares curve fit, with the hop electrode at (a) 650 V and at (b) 170 V. In each
case, the fitting algorithm incorporates a smoothing form factor to help
smooth the monotonic fit curve.

